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Abstract. Spinal Muscular Atrophy is the most common genetic cause
of infant death. Due to its severity, there is a need for methods for
automated estimation of disease progression. In this paper we propose
a Convolutional-Neural-Network (CNN) model to estimate disease pro-
gression during infants’ natural behavior. With the proposed method-
ology, we were able to predict each child’s score on current behavior-
based clinical exams with an average per-subject error of 6.96 out of 72
points (<10 % difference), using 30-second videos in leave-one-subject-
out-cross-validation setting. When simple statistics were used over
30-second video-segments to estimate a score for longer videos, we
obtained an average error of 5.95 (∼8 % error rate). By showing promis-
ing results on a small dataset (N = 70, 2-minute samples, which were
handled as 1487, 30-second video segments), our methodology demon-
strates that it is possible to benefit from CNNs on small datasets by
proper design and data handling choices.

Keywords: Spinal muscular atrophy · Longitudinal anlaysis · Microsoft
kinect · Convolutional neural networks · Regression

1 Introduction

Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is a neuromuscular disorder caused by a genetic
defect in the SMN1 gene which affects the motor nerve cells in the spinal cord
leading to progressive weakness. The incidence of SMA, which can be diagnosed
with DNA tests, is approximately 14 out of every 100,000 live-born infants [10].
There is no cure for SMA and current treatments focus on supportive care, not
an improvement in the disease.

There are four different types of SMA [35], which are classified genetically by
the copy number of the SMN2 gene or clinically based on motor function capabil-
ity and age of diagnosis [25]. SMA type-I is the most severe form and presents in
infants younger than 6 months of age leading to severe muscle weakness, progres-
sive respiratory insufficiency and typically death before the age of 2 years. Due to
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the severity and rapid progression of this disorder, there is a need for new tools
to track its progression. In this paper, we propose a method to evaluate infant
movements in order to estimate disease progression in infants with SMA type-I.
It is well known that clinical trials for infants with SMA type-I pose unique chal-
lenges due to the profound weakness, respiratory insufficiency and vulnerability
to complications related to participation in trials, such as travel [31]. Clinical
trials could be advanced by an outcome measure that is relevant to families
and the FDA, reliably quantifies small changes, and minimizes stress on fragile
infants with SMA and their families [6].

Until recently, disease progression in SMA was quantified by time until death
or the need for 16 h of ventilator support. The current standard clinical evalu-
ation is done based on the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of
Neuromuscular Disorders (CHOP INTEND) score, which was developed to eval-
uate motor function in infants with a variety of neuromuscular disorders. It
evaluates a child’s ability to move his/her extremities, head and trunk by rating
performance over 16 items using a 4-point scale [10]. A trained evaluator elicits
movement from the child through a series of items such as encouraging the child
to roll onto their stomach by pulling on the arm or leg. Additional items include
supporting the child in sitting or in prone with the neck flexed and observing if
the infant will attempt to lift their head. Unfortunately, these activities can be
extremely taxing on fragile infants with compromised respiratory systems. The
CHOP INTEND has been shown to track the decline in motor function over
time in infants with SMA and is related to other electro-physiological indica-
tors [4,7,8]; however, this evaluation is subjective and requires extensive train-
ing to be performed reliably. An affordable, easy-to-use, and accurate system
for evaluating infant movement, assessing risk, and tracking disease progression
would be a welcome addition to enhance patient care.

In this paper, we are proposing method pipelines for the automatic eval-
uation of infants with SMA, the most common genetic cause of infant death,
using depth camera technology. We used 2-minute-long videos of awake supine
infants to demonstrate that motion of the arms and legs can be used to lon-
gitudinally track disease progression of infants with SMA with comparison to
current clinical standard, the CHOP INTEND. The proposed pipelines could
also be applied to analysis of other pediatric neuromuscular disorders, such as
cerebral palsy. Note that we are estimating CHOP INTEND extremity scores
from videos of infants during natural behavior, however the groundtruth CHOP
INTEND extremity scores are given by functional assessments. This distinction
increases the challenge in estimating disease progression and comparing novel
methods to current clinical standards, which are limited by dependence on the
subjective opinion of the assessor [4], and are fatiguing to the infant as they
require the child to attempt activities and be placed in positions (head lifting,
prone suspension) that can increase the work of breathing.
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2 Related Work

Prechtl et al. described a type of spontaneous movements in infants 10–15 weeks
of age, called fidgety or general movements [23], and characterized by small
amplitude circular movements of the neck, trunk and limbs. General Move-
ment Assessments (GMA) involves observing and rating these movements in
infants [13], which is a reliable, non-invasive predictor of neurological problems.
Compared to traditional methods GMA is a cost-effective technique for pre-
diction and analysis of neurological impairments, including cerebral palsy and
autism [2,22]. On individuals with impaired nervous systems, general movements
lack complex patterns seen in typically-developing infants. GMA has been shown
to predict neurological outcome at 2 years more precisely than standard neuro-
logical examination [5]. Based on this work, we expect movements of the limbs
during early infancy to be important predictors and hypothesize that analyzing
infants while they are lying awake on their back will enable us to quantify motor
abilities.

Although promising, adoption of GMA in standard practice has been
extremely slow. The methodology is qualitative and classifications are made
based on subjective judgments. Costly professional training by the General
Movements Trust is required to implement this assessment and enrollment is
very limited with roughly 6 courses worldwide each year allowing around 50
people each. This is yet another indication that a low-cost alternative would be
extremely useful. Although there exists previous work on analysis of other neuro-
logical disorders from videos of infants (e.g [24,30]), to the best of our knowledge
there exists no research on automated evaluation of patients with SMA.

Depth cameras and depth estimation methods has been used for analysis and
prediction of movement disorders caused by other neurological impairments. A
Kinect based upper extremity motion analysis system was used to determine the
spectrum of reachable workspace in facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy [14]
and in byamyotrophic lateral sclerosis [21]. A Parkinson patient’s movements was
automatically analyzed by [27,28] showed a system that could reliably detect
voice, postural and Parkinson’s tremors. A vision system for physical rehabili-
tation at home was proposed by [3]. Illness stage of patients with Alzheimer’s
disease were determined in [16]. A system for cognitive assessment and reha-
bilitation of individuals with body scheme dysfunctions and left-right confusion
was proposed by [12]. Disease progression in MS patients by analyzing selected
movements performed by patients was measured by [17]. For a detailed review on
the impact of Kinect for understanding neurological impairments please see [15].

For many years, traditional features have been widely used in all different
types of vision problems. However, manually-designing those features required a
lot of engineering effort and many times the designed features may not represent
the problem domain properly especially for complex domains. Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have the ability to learn the features (both low level
and high level) directly from input data, which has been successfully used to
address many computer vision problems, with state-of-the-art results (e.g., [18,
34]). Especially large problems that require intensive processing power to train
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models have benefited from GPU technology and their success (e.g., [26,32])
spread the use of CNNs.

Despite the successful applications of CNNs to many computer vision tasks,
the application of CNNs to regression problems are limited compared to recog-
nition/detection/classification problems. One of the problems that CNNs suc-
cessfully employed for regression analysis is age estimation. For example, [20]
designed the problem as ordinal regression, [33] trained a complete multi-scale-
network that can estimate age from pixels. Additionally, [9,19] handled age esti-
mation as a classification problem by discretizing the scores and handling each
one as a separate class. However, when handled as a classification problem, dif-
ferent classes have implicitly assumed to be independent from each other and
the closeness of two class labels has no meaning to the model, which is actually
informative. Therefore, we approached the score estimation task as a regression
problem.

3 Dataset

Fig. 1. Camera setting used for data
collection with Kinect

In this research, we used a dataset of
the Microsoft Kinect V2, 70 two-minute
recordings of the natural movements of
15 infants with SMA type-I between
the ages 0–790 days. During the record-
ings infants wore colored coflex tape on
their hands and feet (which were later
used as color markers for limb tracking),
and were positioned supine on a neutral-
colored sheet. The camera was positioned
above the infant centered over the sheet,
which can be seen in Fig. 1. To confirm
the movement quality output derived by
our analysis we compared our generated
motor score to the CHOP INTEND score
obtained on the same day. As the CHOP
INTEND has items evaluating head con-
trol, trunk control, and extremity move-
ment and our generated motor score only
includes the extremities, we separated out

only those CHOP items pertaining to extremity movement and call this the
CHOP INTEND extremity score. This included 9 items that were scored for
both the left and right side on a 0–4 scale [10], resulting in a maximum score of
72 points for the self-described “extremities” subset of the test, which was com-
posed of items such as spontaneous arm movement, spontaneous leg movement,
hand grip, hip strength, shoulder movement, reaching, kicking, leg movement
and arm pulling.
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4 Method

The main goal of this research is to make an assessment method for the pro-
gression of SMA type-I on infants using convolutional-neural-networks. We will
describe a possible network architecture, together with the parameters used for
training.

We propose a system that is capable of analyzing infant movements from
videos recorded by a depth camera for disease progression assessment. A color
tracker system is used to track each limb over time. For training, we use the
current clinical standard, the CHOP INTEND scores for each limb assigned by
trained physical therapists to evaluate neuromuscular function.

4.1 Data Preparation

For estimating a score, we used the tracking data of four limbs available for
each recording. We employed a simple color tracking technique to track limbs’
x, y, z positions over time. For this, markers were manually selected by clicking
to the corresponding color locations in the beginning of each video and the
center of the blobs with similar hue value in proximity to the clicked location
was tracked throughout the video. The output of the tracking module was the
x, y, z coordinates of each limb, namely left arm, left foot, right arm and right
foot for each unit time (1/30 s). The x axis corresponds to a line that would run
vertically from head to toe on the child, the y axis corresponds to movement
across the body or side-to-side and the z axis corresponds to movement up off
the surface toward the Kinect camera. We ignore frames when tracking of one
of the limbs fails, such as when an infant’s hand moves behind his/her head.

4.2 Regression Using Convolutional Neural Networks

Since we have recordings of infants over time and the corresponding CHOP
INTEND extremity scores from the same day, we compare the predicted scores
with the groundtruth. We evaluate the performance of the proposed system
by calculating the average error in the predicted scores over-time in leave-one-
infant-out-cross-validation, which involves using one subject’s data as the test
set and the remaining subjects’ data as the training set. Our primary measure
is the average error, calculated over the data of all infants when training and
testing is repeated for each infant separately.

Since our purpose is to estimate a score per sample we used an Euclidean loss

(
1

2N
∑N

n=1 ‖ŷn − yn‖22) layer in the final layer. However, it is more difficult to
optimize for Euclidean loss compared to Softmax, which is more stable. Euclid-
ean loss is required to output exactly one correct value for each input while, for
example, in Softmax the magnitude of the score is more important instead of
the exact value. Also the effect of outliers are more important because of the
squared-term [1]. For these reasons, the parameter selections were more critical
in our case, compared to more stable loss functions.
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The number of recordings in our dataset is very limited (N = 70) to train
a robust convolutional neural network if tracking data for each recording is
used as one sample. For this reason, we used a sliding window approach to
sample the data used in both training and testing, which reduces the problem
to score estimation using only K frames (instead of M frames of approximately
120 s ∗ 30 fps = 3600). The sliding amount S effects the number of samples
obtained from one recording as ((M − K)/S) + 1. In our experiments, we used
a window size of 900 frames (≈ 30 s of video in 30 fps) and a sliding amount
of S = 50 frames. Therefore each sample used had 12 × 900 dimensions to be
inputted to our network. Our dataset contains many samples, where the tracking
of one or more limb is lost for a period of time (e.g. an infant might place his/her
hand under his/her head) besides dropping frames. In order to overcome the
inconsistencies between different trackings we ignored the potions of data when
the tracking of all four limbs are not available, or the difference of timestamps
between two frames is bigger than a preset threshold. Figure 2 represents the
described sampling process.

Fig. 2. The sampling process of tracking data. Our data has 12 dimensions per frame;
each three consecutive component of which represent the x − y − z coordinates of one
particular limb: right hand, left hand, right foot and left foot.

Before sliding window sampling, we standardized each recording to zero-mean
and one standard deviation for each tracking feature separately. Since the infants
in our dataset are pose normalized before tracking, the positions of the limbs
of infants are similar between infants. Therefore, we did not apply a standard-
ization among different recordings. Considering the outliers might dominate the
optimization when L2 loss is used, we tried normalizing the regression labels but
that did not produce any better results on our dataset.

Our network consists of three convolutional layers, each followed by an acti-
vation layer and a pooling layer. Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) is used for the
activation layers. We have two fully connected layers connecting the convolu-
tional layers to the loss layer. Between these two fully connected layers, our
network has another activation layer followed by a dropout layer to avoid over-
fitting [29]. Table 1 summarizes the network architecture we used.

The fully connected layers are prone to over-fitting more than other layers,
because of the large number of parameters. Therefore we introduced an increased
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Table 1. Convolutional Neural Network architecture.

Layer Type Top shape Filter size Stride Padding

0 Input 1 × 1 × 12 × 900 − − −
1 Convolutional 1 × 48 × 4 × 300 3 × 3 3 × 3 0

2 ReLU 1 × 48 × 4 × 300 − − −
3 Max-pooling 1 × 48 × 4 × 150 1 × 3 1 × 2 0

4 Convolutional 1 × 128 × 4 × 150 3 × 3 1 × 1 1

5 ReLU 1 × 128 × 4 × 150 − − −
6 Max-pooling 1 × 128 × 4 × 75 1 × 3 1 × 2 0

7 Convolutional 1 × 256 × 4 × 69 1 × 7 1 × 1 0

8 ReLU 1 × 256 × 4 × 69 − − −
9 Max-pooling 1 × 256 × 4 × 34 1 × 3 1 × 2 0

10 Fully-connected 1 × 1024 − − −
11 ReLU 1 × 1024 − − −
12 Drop-out 1 × 1024 − − −
13 Fully-connected 1 × 1 − − −
14 L2 Loss − − − −

weight-decay while learning the fully connected layers. We initialized all convo-
lutional and fully-connected layers randomly as suggested by [11] and used a
constant bias. In our final model, all of our pooling layers perform max-pooling
operation. We experimented with different batch sizes, and decided to use 400
samples for estimating stochastic gradients on our dataset. At each iteration
we shuffled the samples since our dataset is not large enough for compensating
sequential data access. We used a fixed learning-rate of 10−4 throughout the
iterations. To avoid local-minimum we used a momentum of 0.95 and to avoid
over-fitting we used L2 regularization with a factor of 0.9. We trained our model
for 1000 iterations (approximately 286 epochs).

5 Results

5.1 Score Estimation for Extremities Using 30 s Videos

Using CNNs we could estimate the CHOP INTEND extremity scores (0–72
points) with an average error of less than 7 points per sliding window of length
900 frames. That means we could estimate the severity of SMA type-I condi-
tion on an infant with an average of less than 10 % error rate using 30-seconds
video recorded while the infant is behaving naturally. Note that, the ground-
truth CHOP INTEND scores are assigned through a medical evaluation using
distractors and response measures to these distractors. We postulate an auto-
mated solution to evaluation of severity of SMA type-I on infants while the infant
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is acting naturally, which otherwise requires intensive expertise and interaction
with fragile infants.

We shuffle the data at every iteration and use a batch size of 400 samples.
Considering average training set size is about 1388 samples, (15 folds, leave-one-
subject-out cross validation, dataset size is 1487, 30-second video-segments) we
reach an epoch in approximately 3.5 iterations. Since we don’t have a validation
set for each fold, we observed the error on a random subset of training set.

Table 2 shows the results of score estimation experiments and standard base-
lines. As standard baselines we use linear regression and L2 regularized form of
it: LASSO. As infants with SMA show decreased motor ability [10], we expect
the correlation of different limb movements to be an indicator of severity of the
disease. Therefore, for the other regression models, we used average correlation
between coordinates of limb positions in each x, y, and z domain separately
as our feature representation. For the LASSO regression, we used a geometric
sequence of regularization coefficients, and used the largest coefficient that gives
the non-null model.

Table 2. Average errors for 30-second tracking data, obtained from CNN, Linear
Regression and LASSO

Method Average error per subject (Fold) Overall average error

Proposed CNN model 6.9645 8.1287

Linear regression 17.6026 15.7261

LASSO 18.3830 14.8281

Note that, we do not incorporate the time dimension during the score estima-
tion. Therefore, the score of each 30-second video segment (sliding window) is
estimated individually, in leave-one-subject-out-cross-validation setting, which
during training requires not including any video of the test subject. Average
error and average per subject (fold) error differs as the number of 30-second
samples in each fold are not equal. Figure 3 shows the error in score estimation
per 30-second video-segment using Convolutional Neural Networks.

5.2 Score Estimation for the Whole Video

Although our intention was to predict the CHOP INTEND extremity scores from
limb-tracking data of a short video (which is 30 s in our case), we also estimated
a final score per 2-minute recoding using different simple statistics. Note that,
in our dataset every video recording has an assigned score, but during regression
we sample each video to video-segments using the sliding-window approach and
therefore, every video-segment coming from the same video recording share the
same ground-truth label.

In order to estimate a score per video recording, first we took the average
of estimated scores of all 30-second video-segments of the corresponding video.
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Fig. 3. Error in CHOP INTEND extremity score estimation for each 30-second video-
segment sampled from 2-minute videos, which recorded over multiple visits, for each
infant.

Fig. 4. Average errors per subject using mean, median and quartile analysis over video-
segments of the corresponding 2-minute videos.

As a second method, we assigned the final score per video as the median of all
estimated scores of related video-segments. Finally, we used quartile analysis for
estimating a score per recording. For this, first we calculated the outliers from
score estimations of 30-second video-segments per corresponding 2-minute video.
We used interpolation to find upper and lower quartiles. Then, for calculating a
score per 2-minute video out of the estimated scores of related video-segments,
we used the average of the predictions between lower and upper fence defined as
Q1−1.5∗IQR and Q3+1.5∗IQR, respectively, where Q1 and Q3 represent the
lower and upper quartiles and IQR represents the inter-quartile range defined
as the difference between upper and lower quartiles.

Table 3. Average errors for 2 min videos, obtained from mean, median and quartile
analysis.

Method Average of average error per subject Overall average error

Mean 7.9648 5.9495

Median 8.0499 6.1175

Quartile analysis 8.0066 6.0291
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Fig. 5. Estimated regression scores per 2-minute video-recording. The horizontal axis
shows 2-minute video-recording number for each infant, and the vertical axis shows
the scores obtained using mean, median and quartile analysis over 30-second video
segments of the corresponding 2-minute video.
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Figure 4 shows the average error in the estimation of CHOP INTEND extrem-
ity scores per subject using mean, median and quartile analysis over video-
segments of the corresponding 2-minute videos of each subject. The average
errors of using these statistics for the whole 2-minute video dataset is given in
Table 3. The lowest overall average error was 5.94 points, obtained by assigning
a score for each 2-minute video as the mean of its video-segments’ scores. The
average of average error per subject differs from overall average error since the
number of samples for each subject are not equal.

Figure 5 shows CHOP INTEND extremity score estimation for each 2-minute
video of all subjects, obtained by using mean, median and quartile analysis over
the 30-second video segments of the corresponding 2-minute video together with
the related groundtruth scores.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a model for the problem of estimating the progression
of SMA on naturally behaving infants. This is a very important problem due to
the severity and rapid progression of the disease. CHOP INTEND is the current
gold standard for evaluating SMA, which requires a lot of time for assessment,
extensive clinician training, and requires interaction with the fragile infant using
distractors. Our model relies on the tracking data, and does not make any domain
related assumptions, therefore can be applied to progression estimation of other
neuromuscular disorders.

Our experiments show that it is possible to evaluate the severity of SMA
during infants’ natural behavior using automated analysis of limb tracking data
obtained from very short videos recorded by Kinect V2. The average per-subject
error we got is < 7 out of 72 points metric in leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation setting for 30-second videos. When the scores estimated from 30-
second video-segments of a longer video is averaged to produce a final score, we
got an average error of 5.95 points.

Future work includes applying ordinal-regression that can benefit from the
order of the recordings and their corresponding scores. Our results suggest that
it is possible to benefit from CNNs even when the dataset size is small with
the proper design and parameter selection. However, the data collection for the
dataset used in this paper is still in progress. With the addition of more data,
deeper and wider networks can be trained. Finally in order to estimate a score
for a longer video from its segments we used simple statistical methods like
mean, median, quartile analysis over the estimated scores of the shorter video-
segments. As a next step, with the help of a second layer model, the estimated
scores of video-segments can be combined more intelligently to produce a score
for the corresponding longer video.
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